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ON DECOMPOSABILITY OF COMPACT PERTURBATIONS

OF OPERATORS

M. RADJABALIPOUR

ABSTRACT.  Let  A   be a Hilbert-space operator satisfying the growth

condition  ||(z —/4)      || <  expi&[dist(z, /)]~SS, z  //.where  /   is a  C

Jordan curve, and  K > 0, s  £ (0, 1) are two constants.   Let   T = A + B

for some  fi  e C  , I < p < oc.  It is shown that   T  is strongly decomposable

if and only if   cr(T') does not fill the "interior" of /.

1, H. Radjavi and the author [13] showed that if a Hilbert-space oper-

ator T is the sum of a unitary operator A and an operator B of a Schatten

class C (1 < p < oc) such that o(T) does not fill the unit disc, then T is

strongly decomposable. In the present paper we show that the above state-

ment remains true if

(a) the unit disc is replaced by a domain whose boundary is a C    Jor-

dan curve /,

(b) the unitary operator is replaced by an operator A  whose resolvent

satisfies the growth condition

(1) \\(z- A)"1!! <expiKLdist(z, J)]~s\,        z</f,

where s e (0, 1) and  K > 0 are two constants.  (By  S~     we mean it exists

and is bounded.)

(Recall that (i) an invariant subspace  Y of T is called a maximal spec-

tral subspace of  T it M C Y  tor all invariant subspaces  M of  T  such that

cr(T\M) C o(T\Y), (ii)  T is said to be decomposable if for every finite open

covering  Gv G2> . . . , G    of   o(T)  there is a family   Yy Y2, . . . , Yn  of

maximal spectral subspaces of  T  such that  <7\T|Y.)CG., i = 1, 2,...,«,

and  iV = Yj + Y2 + • • •+ Y    where H is the underlying Hilbert space, (iii)

T is said to be strongly decomposable if the restriction of  T to an arbitrary

maximal spectral subspace of  T  is again decomposable.)

Let us begin with a detailed introduction. Many authors have proved

the existence of a nontrivial invariant subspace for the perturbation of a

Hermitian operator A by an operator B  of a class C    (1 < p < oc); a com-

plete list of these authors is given in [6, p. 2122],   These results were fur-

ther generalized by K. Kitano fe] to the case where A is a normal operator
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with spectrum on a C Jordan curve (see also Ll4, Chapter 6] in this direc-

tion) and by C. Apostol [l, Theorem 3.5 and its proof] to the case where the

resolvent of A   satisfies the growth condition

(2) \\(z-A)-X\ <K[distU. /)]"",       z/],

where  /  is a    C    Jordan curve and  K, n  are positive constants.  I. Colojo-

ara and C. Foias 13,Theorem   5.5.2, p. 166] showed that if  T  T — I e C

(l < p < oo) and  oiT) lies on the unit circle, then  T is strongly decomposable

(actually they showed that  T is an 21-unitary operator which is much strong-

er); the author [12, Corollary 3] proved that if T is the sum of an operator

A   satisfying (2) and an operator  B £ C     (l < p < oo), and if  o{T) C ], then

T is strongly decomposable.   A. Jafarian [7] showed that if  0 < / - T  T e

Cj  (the trace class) and o{T) does not fill the unit disc, then  T is still

strongly decomposable (see also B. Sz.-Nagy and C. Foias, [16, Theorem

VIII. 3.1, p. 337]).  More generally, H. Radjavi and the author [13] proved that

if  o(T) does not fill the interior of the unit disc then the condition   T  T -

I e C    (1 < p < 00) is sufficient for strong decomposability of  T.   Actually

we proved more; if  oiT) does not fill the "interior" of a C    Jordan curve

/  and if, for any hyperinvariant subspace  M  of  T, T\M  (respectively

(T   \M  ) ) is the sum of a normal operator having spectrum on  /   and an oper-

ator of class  C    (1 < p < 00), then  T is strongly decomposable.  As a gen-

eralization of these results we prove

Theorem 1. Let A satisfy the growth condition (1). Let B £ C for

some p £ [l, oc) and let T = A + B. Then T is strongly decomposable if

and only if oiT) does not fill the interior of ].

The proof is given in the next section. As immediate corollaries we

have:

Corollary 1.  // T  is the sum of a normal operator with spectrum on a

C    Jordan curve  ] and an operator of class  C     (1  < p < "o), then  T is

strongly decomposable if and only if o\T) does not fill the interior of ].

Corollary 2.   Let  T  be as in Theorem 1.   Assume  a\T) has more than one

point.   Then  T has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace.

2. We prove Theorem 1 in a series of propositions and lemmas.  All op-

erators are bounded and defined on a Hilbert space.

Notations and definitions.   Let  B(H) be the space of all bounded linear

operators defined on a Hilbert space  H.

(a) An operator T £ B(H) is said to have the single valued extension

property if there exists no nonzero f/-valued analytic function / such that

(z - T)fiz) = 0.
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(b) G = the closure of a set G C C.

(c) C    is the ideal of compact operators  T  such that   ^.(p )   < oc, where

p.,p-,"<   are the eigenvalues of  (T  T) 2  arranged in decreasing order and

repeated according to multiplicity for 0 < p < oc; C     is the ideal of all com-

pact operators.

The following proposition is known.

Proposition 1. Let T £ B(H) be the sum of an invertible operator A and

a compact operator B. Assume o(T) fills a neighbourhood of the origin. Then

T is not decomposable.

Lemma 1.   Let  cf> be a conformal mapping from the unit disc onto the "in-

terior" of a  C    Jordan curve f.   Then there exist two positive constants   K,

and K2 such that

Kj(l - \z\)<dist(cp(z), J)< K2(l- \z\)    for  \z\ < 1.

Proof.  The first inequality follows from the Koebe-Bieberbach one quar=

ter theorem [18, Theorem III. 40, .p. 85] (see also [15, proof of Theorem 8, p.

143] for more details); the second inequality follows from [18, Chapter IX,

§3, Lemma 1, p. 359] together with the fact that  <p'(z) exists and is uniform-

ly bounded for  |z| < 1   [18, proof of Theorem IX.7, p. 36lL

The following proposition is central to our investigations. First we need

some definitions.

Let  B £ C    for some positive integer p and let x, y  be two arbitrary

unit vectors in the underlying Hilbert space H.   Let

DQ(B) = I](l - A.) exp I   £ /-HA.)'),     DX(S) = D0(B)((I-B)-Ix\y),

where A,, A-, ••• are the eigenvalues of B, numbered according to decreas-

ing values of their moduli and repeated according to their multiplicities. De-

fine ||B||p= [l(XAp]l/p if B is positive, and \\B\\p = \\(B*B)'/2\\p in general.

It is shown in b, Lemma XI. 9.22 and Corollary XI. 9.25, p. 1106 and 1112]

that if 1 4 o(B), then ln|D.(B)| < Y(\\B\\p)p, i = 0, 1, where Y is a positive

number depending only on p. (See also [10, Lemma l],) Moreover, if S is an

arbitrary operator on  //.then   \\SB\\p < \\S\\ \\B\\     and   ||BS||    < ||S||   ||B||   .

Proposition 2.   Let  T be as in Theorem 1 and let  o(T) not fill the "in-

terior" of j.   Let (the open set)  G  be either the  "interior" or the "exterior"

of f.   Let J .   be a nontrivial closed subarc of f. Let M  be an invariant sub-

space of T such that   [G n oiT\M)]~ n /j =0.   Then there exist a constant

C > 0 and an open neighbourhood A of J.   such that
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(3) ||U- TIM)"1!! <exp{exp[CdistU. ])~s]\

for z e A n G.

Proof.  Assume without loss of generality that  p  is a positive integer.

Let  A  be an open neighbourhood of ] ,   such that  A n G  contains no points

of  o{T\M) and the boundary of  A n G  is a  C     Jordan curve (containing /.).

Let  di be a conformal mapping from the unit disc onto  A n G.   Let x, y  be

two unit vectors in  M, fiz) = ((2 - T|M)~  x|y) for  z £ A n G, and g(z) =

/(<p(i)) for  / e C  and   |r| < 1.   Let

Tir) = -l-(2TTln + \gire'0)\d6,        0 < r < 1,
2tt jo

be the Nevanlinna's characteristic function,of g  [11, p. 12], where  ln   a =

max{0, ln ai for  a > 0,   For z 4 oiT) and z e G n A we have

/U) = (U - T)- !x|y) = ([/ - Biz -A)-1]' lx\iz - A *r ly) = 8a\z)/80{z),

where

80iz)= DQiBiz- A)~ l)\.cp- \z)Vm,       8xiz) = 80iz)fiz),

and  m is the order of the zero of  D ABiz — A)~   ) at z = <p(0).  (In view of

[14, Lemma 6.7] §.., and consequently  <3j, are analytic on  C\/.) It follows

from the paragraph preceding the proposition that for z 4 oiT),

ln + |8.U)| <exp{ri[dist(2, /)]"*} SexplY^l-'p-Hz^s],        i = 0, 1,

where  Lj, Y2   are positive numbers independent of z   (see also Lemma 1).

Choose  r e (0, 1) such that  ^(rf'") 4 oiT) for all  6 £ [0, 2n\.  This is pos-

sible because   o(T)\j   is countable (see [13, Lemma l])„ Applying Jensen's

formula [22, p. 3] to Sn(</>(/))  we obtain

ln|Sn(«#0))| =J_ f277ln + |<V^i9))|^

-J_f^ln+-1--   tf-2>    '
2"J° 8oWrei0)) T      KJ

where  flj, fl2,-"   are the roots of Sn(tp(/)) in the disc   |f| < r.   Therefore

T(r)<—  f27rin + |«5.(<^(re''S))|de

+ L. f2n ln + \80iUre'9))\ d0 - -lnlS^iO))]
2tt Jo

or  Tir) < expSL^Q - r)~s]  where  Y^ > 0  is independent of r. Since the set

\r e [0, 1]: Ureld) i <At) for all  6 e [0, 2?7]|  is dense in   [0, l], we have
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T(r)< expir3(l - r)~s\ for all  r £ [0, ll  Thus by [ll, p. 140],

ln|g(re^)| < expir4(l - r)~s\    tor 0 < r < 1,

where  Y^  is independent of r and   0.  Another application of Lemma 1 yields

ln + |/U)| < expiCLdistU ])]~s\    for z e A n G,

where  C is a constant independent of z.   (Note that f(z) remains bounded

off ].) Since  x, y  were arbitrary, the proof of the proposition is complete.

Some of the techniques of the proof of Proposition 2 are inspired from

the proof of Theorem 1 of [lO].

Proof of Theorem 1.  The necessity of the condition follows from Prop-

osition 1.  The proof of the sufficiency is the same as the proof of [13, Theo-

rem 1] with a slight difference. This difference is in the proof of Ll3, Lemma

5J which is a step toward the proof of Ll3, Theorem lJ.  The growth condition

(3) of Proposition 2 is not exactly the same as the one needed in the proof

of [13, Lemma 5J.  Fortunately, a similar proof can be constructed by using

some results of J. I. Ljubic and V. I. Macaev (see 19, Lemma 2.2.1, p. 119]).

Although we have solved Problem 1 of L13J, the following conjecture of

that paper remains unsettled.

Conjecture.  If  7   is the sum of a normal operator having spectrum on a

C    Jordan curve and an operator of some class  C     (1 < p < oc), then the same

is true for the restriction of  T to any hyperinvariant subspace.  (The con-

jecture is true for p = °c  [13, Theorem 2j.)

General remark.  In view of [6, Theorem XVI.5.18, p. 2162], a spectral

operator of finite type having spectrum on a  C    Jordan curve  /   satisfies

the growth condition (1).
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